Instructions for authors for Speaking of Location 2019 Workshop.
General requirements:
1. When submitting the final version of your paper you must submit both a
pdf version of the paper and all source files (LaTeX files) used to create
it.
2. Please complete the copyright form ceur-editor-agreement-ccby.pdf that
can be downloaded from
http://geoinformatics.massey.ac.nz/speakingofLocation2019.html.
Please note the form must be physically signed with pen or pencil
on paper. The paper copy can then be scanned prior to submission.
Please include your name as part of the filename of the submitted file.
3. For all forms of submission please ensure that the title of your paper
has “emphasising style” of capitalisation, as in “A Novel Method for
Understanding the Meaning of Life” (see guidelines for this stye of title
at https://wiki.musicbrainz.org/Style/Language/English).
4. Each of the author’s names should include the first name in full, i.e. do
not just provide an initial for the first name of each author.
5. Please ensure that you address all reviewers’ comments, and any
particular comments that may have been made by the workshop chairs.
If you need to go over the 8 page limit to do this, that is fine.
6. Once you have addressed all reviewers comments and these
instructions, please zip all files and submit them via email to
n.aflaki@massey.ac.nz.
File formatting:
Your paper should be submitted in LaTeX (sorry!). You can use Overleaf to
do this. There are two options for preparation of your final files as described
below. If you have not used the LIPIcs template to create your paper you
should put the paper in our slight modification of the LIPIcs template. If you
have used the LIPIcs template, a few minor changes are required to make
this suitable for CEUR-WS
1. To start from scratch creating a LaTeX format paper in our adapted
LIPIcs format please use the set of source files in the zip file
SpeakingOfLocationTemplate.zip available to be downloaded from
http://geoinformatics.massey.ac.nz/speakingofLocation2019.html. In
Overleaf, create a new project, and use the Upload function in the left

window to add all of the files extracted from this zip file. You can then
edit the .tex and .bib files to suit your own content.
2. If you have used the LIPIcs template to create your submitted
paper then we require you to make a few changes for the camera
ready copy as follows:
Replace the style file lipics-v2019.cls
with the provided style file lipics-v2019-ceur-ws.cls .
That file is contained in the zip file SpeakingOfLocationTemplate.zip
that can be downloaded from
http://geoinformatics.massey.ac.nz/speakingofLocation2019.html
In your .tex file:
Replace
\EventEditors{NN}
with
\EventEditors{K. Stock, C.B. Jones and T. Tenbrink (eds.)}
Replace
\EventLongTitle{14th International Conference on Spatial Information
Theory}
with
\EventLongTitle{In Proceedings Speaking of Location 2019:
Communicating about Space, Regensburg, Germany, September2019}
Replace
\EventShortTitle{COSIT 2019}
with
\EventShortTitle{ }

